
line of defense. In the IPM scheme, indiscriminate sample should be taken and handled to provide
spraying is eliminated and only practical use of pes- the most useful and reliable information. They
ticides are employed. However, when needed, a pes- also must know how to specifically interpret re-
ticide should be integrated into the system to cause suits of each test conducted.
minimum damage to the naturally occurring control
agents of the pest, as well as raising minimum dam- Once pests have been identified and their infesta-
age to the environment. This requires extensive tion levels recorded, a control action must be initi-
knowledge of the ecology and interrelation of the ated at a pre-determined pest threshold level.
pest, the host plant, and the beneficial natural en- These threshold levels are known as economic,
emy population. Several considerations for strategic damage, or action thresholds in other IPM pro-
pesticide use involve making management decisions grams. For turf managers, economic and related
concerning the following: threshold level terms mean little since crop yield

is not the ultimate goal, but rather involves an
1. Pest detection using reliable monitoring tech- aesthetic level of turf quality. An aesthetic

niques and establishing an aesthetic threshold. threshold is the limit on the amount of visual
Pest identification is a fundamental requirement damage a particular turf area can withstand be-
when developing an IPM program. The task of fore action is needed. Highly maintained areas
identifying pests can both be frustrating and such as golf greens have a lower aesthetic thresh-
time-consuming. Pest diagnosis often can be as- old than less maintained areas such as roughs,
sisted by having well illustrated pest literature on which can withstand a higher degree of pest dam-
site. To assist with pest identification a list of se- age before action is required. These thresholds
elected titles is presented in Appendix 1. The also vary with the expectations for a particular
titles reflect those publications containing useful golf course, the availability of financial resources,
black and white or color illustrations of key dis- and available alternative control measures.
eases, insects, and weed species. Those titles
published by the Florida Cooperative Extension 2. Attacking the pest during the most susceptible
Service in collaboration with the University of point in its life cycle. Each pest has a point in its
Florida/IFAS are normally available through the life cycle when it is easier to control. Usually,
nearest County Extension Office. Other listed this point is during the early stages of develop-
titles must be ordered through commercial book ment. For example, the most effective time for
dealers or directly from their publisher. Even mole cricket control is during its first instar
with a good reference library, certain pest prob- which normally occurs during the month of June
lems require laboratory analysis for identification in Florida. The same philosophy of attacking the
of quantification for threshold estimation. A list most susceptible point in its life cycle is true also
of plant problem diagnostic services form the Uni- for most weeds. Young, actively growing weeds
versity of Florida and IFAS is presented in Ap- are usually the easiest to control. Once weeds be-
pendix 2. These are accessible through the local gin to mature, they become more difficult and ex-
County Extension Office or by direct submission. pensive to control.
Diagnostic services can often bring clarity to diffi-
cult turfgrass problems where overlapping dis- 3. If necessary, using the pesticide that is the most
eases exist, nematode/disease interactions occur, effective but the least toxic to non-target organ-
or fertility/pest interactions develop. isms and the environment. Read the label and

use the recommended rate, and spot treat, if pos-
Trained personnel, often referred to as scouts, ex- sible, instead of applying "blanket" or "wall-to-
amine or scout the golf course on a routine basis wall" treatments. Obviously this relies on effec-
monitoring pest levels. Monitoring ranges from tive scouting techniques and proper recording or
visual inspection, sampling and analyzing soil mapping of pest outbreaks.
and plant tissue, to the use of sophisticated "high-
tech" detection techniques. Decisions based on Starting an IPM program
visible pests and symptoms can immediately be Developing an IPM program involves certain
made. When specialized tests must be run at steps. However, each golfing facility differs and will
public or private diagnostic laboratories (e.g., require an IPM program tailored to its interest,
nematode assays, detection and accurate identifi- level of expectation, and available budget. Pest
cation of certain viruses, species identification of problems are going to occur on any golf course.
some fungi), scouts) must know how each type of Even the best management program can not guar-
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